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Iraqi National Guard and U.S. troops from 1st Infantry Division watch a fireworks display
over the banks of the Tigris River in Tikrit, July 4. (AP Photo/David Guttenfelder)

60% Say War Not Worth
It
June 29, 2004 By ADAM NAGOURNEY and JANET ELDER, New York Times
President Bush's job approval rating has fallen to the lowest level of his presidency,
according to the latest New York Times/CBS News poll.
The poll found Americans stiffening their opposition to the Iraq war.
60 percent of respondents, including a majority of independents, said the war has
not been worth the cost.

Do you have a friend or relative in the service? Forward this E-MAIL along,
or send us the address if you wish and we’ll send it regularly. Whether in
Iraq or stuck on a base in the USA, this is extra important for your service friend,
too often cut off from access to encouraging news of growing resistance to the
war, at home and in Iraq, and information about other social protest movements
here in the USA. Send requests to address up top. For copies on web site
see:http://www.notinourname.net/gi-special/

IRAQ WAR REPORTS:
Car-Bomb Attack On US Army Convoy
04 July 2004 Aljazeera.Net
One car-bomb attack near Baghdad has targeted a US military convoy.
Journalist Abd al-Adheem Muhammad reported that a car bomb detonated on the
highway in Abu Ghraib, west of Baghdad on Sunday.
It exploded as a US military convoy, including ammunitions and supplies trucks, tanks
and Humvee vehicles, was passing by.
"It seems that the car was parked at the roadside and detonated as the convoy
was travelling by. The explosion was very huge and caused damages to the
convoy," he said.
The correspondent reports that close by US military convoy came under
machinegun attack damaged and set a supplies truck on fire.

Letter From Iraq
From L:
Here is another e-mail from Lt E
(excerpt)
Saturday, July 03, 2004 2:45 PM
In the past week alone, our convoys have been hit by three roadside explosives, and
managed to detect as many more before they were detonated.
Area base camps endure multiple shellings, every day, with few exceptions.
These have been particularly devastating, as the rounds have impacted among the
tents and trailers of soldiers and civilian employees alike. A little more than a week

ago, a volley of shells struck the Post Exchange in Ballad, killing three, including a father
of two, one day before the end of his tour.
Right now, the worst things in my life are a broken digital camera and a lack of ice,
since someone shelled the ice factory.

US Probe Finds Puppet “Security
Forces” Useless, Plagued By Mass
Desertions

A member of the Iraqi Civil Defense Corps, his face covered for fear of identification,
questions a motorist on the outskirts of Baghdad July 4. (AP Photo/John Moore)
June 30 AFP
Fledgling Iraqi security forces are "unready" to fight anti-government insurgents
as their units remain inadequately trained, underequipped and suffer from a
desertion rate sometimes exceeding 80 percent, a US congressional probe has
found.
The General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress, issued a terse report
detailing massive morale, logistical and training problems plaguing Iraq's various security
organizations.
As many as 82 percent of personnel deserted from Iraqi Civil Defense Corps units
deployed in Western Iraq and around the town of Fallujah last April, when antiAmerican guerrillas launched a spate of deadly strikes against coalition forces,
congressional investigators found.
The desertion rate reached 49 percent in corps units deployed in and around
Baghdad, while in towns like Baqubah, Tikrit, Karbala, Najaf and Kut, it stood at 30
percent.
Police squads hardly fared better. During just one week of April 17 to 23, the force
lost 2,892 personnel because some of the officers others turned out to be rebel

sympathizers or proved to be incompetent and had to be sent for retraining,
according to the report. The figure also includes those killed in action.
The police forces in Fallujah, Najaf, Karbala and Kut collapsed, the document said.
In Fallujah, a battalion of the newly-reconstituted Iraqi army refused to support the
US First Marine Expeditionary Force and engage the rebels.
"One problem cited included the belief of the soldiers, reinforced by briefings
during their training, that they would never be used as an internal security force,"
the report pointed out
Clashes in April have shown that rebels units numbering between 10 and 20
fighters could easily overrun buildings guarded by the Facilities Protection
Service, another of Iraq's security branches.
Despite US assistance, Iraqi police continued to suffer from a shortage of equipment. At
the end of March, they had only 41 percent of the patrol vehicles they needed, 43
percent of pistols, 21 percent of hand radios and nine percent of protective vests,
the GAO said.
In late April, the Iraqi Civil Defense Corps was still waiting for the delivery of
promised vehicles, radios, AK-47 rifles, machine guns, ammunition and night
vision equipment. Moreover, a US-designed training course did not prepare the
corps "to fight against well-armed insurgents," the report stressed.

TROOP NEWS

Soldier Says God Himself Can’t Get Him
Back To Iraq
June 27, 2004 CBS News
Since March of last year, Brett Donald’s oldest son, Brent, has been serving in Iraq with
the Army’s First Armored Division. As the driver of a Bradley fighting vehicle, Brent
has put in 16 months in the combat zone, making countless raids in and around
Baghdad.
Three times now, Brent has been promised he's coming home. And each time,
he's been called back into combat.
Back when his son joined the Army, Brett Donald was happy he’d be earning money to
pay for college and proud of his Brent’s choice. But now, it doesn’t seem like such a
good deal.

"The tricky thing is," says the father, "once you sign the dotted line, there's not a whole
lot of say that you have."
Brett Donald says he knows what his son will do: "He's made it very clear he does
not wanna go back. He said it would take a force greater than God Himself to get
him back to go there."

Panic At The Pentagon:
56 Year Old Reservist Called Up
July 12 Newsweek, By Michael Hirsh and T. Trent Gegax
Publicly, the Pentagon insists it's getting the manpower and money it needs for
Iraq and Afghanistan. But as those conflicts drag on, Army planners are privately
growing more worried about a looming crisis.
The Army is trying to ease the pressure on career NCOs by relying more on reservists.
Last week the Pentagon announced a call-up of 5,674 former soldiers in the "individual
ready reserve
So deep is the Army reaching into its NCO bench that it's even calling up
reservists like Mike Medeiros. He's a 56-year-old vet who 35 years ago served in
Vietnam on Swift Boat PCF 94 for a skipper named John Kerry. Says Medeiros:
"I'd rather be on the campaign trail."
Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., a Korean War veteran said of the Pentagon’s decision to
call up members of the Individual Ready Reserve — people who thought their military
service was over — for deployments in Iraq, “It’s time for a president who never
served in war to stop asking the real heroes of our society to serve twice.”

Air Force General Says Force In
Iraq Can’t Win
June 30, 2004 By Rick Maze, Army Times staff writer
Former Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Tony McPeak said “Troops are paying the price for
arrogance, mismanagement and poor planning at the leadership level.”
McPeak said the force now deployed in Iraq is “ineffective and over-extended” —
too small to provide enough security but too large to be supported by the current
military force structure.

The fact that U.S. officials moved up by two days the planned official transfer of
sovereignty to an Iraqi governing council because of security concerns is a sign of how
bad the situation is, McPeak said.
“They cannot even provide security conditions that are localized,” he said.

“We Had Overstayed Our Welcome”
[Rob Sarra speaks. This is part of his remarks at Vietnam Veterans Against the War's
Memorial Day event in Chicago, May 31, 2004]
I am a former Marine Sergeant, and veteran of Operation Iraqi Freedom. I speak to
you today in order to remember those Marines who were killed in action in Iraq
last year and this year. I was assigned to the 1st Marine Regiment during the
initial combat phase of Operation Iraqi Freedom.
On April 8th a day before my company reached Baghdad, we lost our first Marine to
enemy fire. PFC Juan Garza, from Temperance Michigan, was 20 years old and had
been in the Marines for 7 months when he was killed by an enemy sniper as our unit
fought across the Diayla River 4 miles outside of Eastern Baghdad.
In the ensuing months after the fall of Baghdad, my unit lost 3 marines to accidents.
Lance Corporal Adam Klieboker from Illinois was incinerated in an ammo dump
explosion. On May 19th, another marine was severely wounded when an anti aircraft
shell he found went off in his hands. He lost his right eye, disfigured his face, and
suffered shrapnel wounds to his chest and legs. On the same day, Sergeant Kirk
Straseski, from Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, who was a member of my company, drowned
when he attempted to rescue the crew of a helicopter that crashed into the Shat-Al Hillah
Canal.
The 3 crew members on board were killed in the crash. To date, over 790 Americans
have lost their lives and countless numbers wounded in a war that hasn't been "won" but
is far from being over.
My unit, the 1st marine regiment, left the United States on January 17th, and invaded
Iraq on March the 21st. Once we were engaged in combat operations, I felt confused.
We were not fighting Iraqi regular forces, but Saddams' Fedayheen. At one point, we
were calling the war "Desert Nam". We were fighting guerrillas who wore black clothing,
carried AK-47s and did not adhere to our "rules". On the highway north to Baghdad we
were engaging and slaughtering civilians mistakenly due to the Fedayheen and their
tactics. I found myself and several of my fellow marines asking ourselves "what are we
doing? Where are the WMD's? Who are we fighting?"
We were told in the outset that Iraq was an imminent threat to the United States. Some
marines felt that this war was payback for September 11th. Some marines felt that we
were defending our way of life. This wasn't true.

How is it that if Iraq was such a threat, their own troops couldn't stop us from reaching
their capital in three weeks?
We never found any WMD's or signs of battlefield chemical weapons. We did however,
find hundreds of caches of discarded weapons and an army throwing away their
uniforms for civilian clothes so they could escape certain death and return to their homes
and families. We found that once we got to Baghdad, we had no exit strategy. Some of
us wondered how we were going to get back out of Iraq when we had bypassed towns
teeming with guerrilla fighters. Did they expect us to fight our way out?
The supply problems that everyone talks about during the war were not what they
seemed. In past conflicts, many American combat units such as the 101st Airborne at
Bastogne in WWII and the 1st Marine Regiment at the Chosin Reservoir in Korea, have
been much worse off supply-wise in combat than we were. Yes it is true that we were
down to one MRE a day for 2 weeks. The fact is that we were outrunning our supplies
and those supply columns were being hit by guerrillas. The only supply problem I saw
was before we crossed the border.
My platoon was short on batteries for our night vision equipment. I personally went to a
nearby Army camp and bought several cases of AA batteries with the platoon
commander’s money from a store on base. Hardware used for mounting night vision
goggles on our helmets were also in short supply. We traded a few cartons of cigarettes
with another Marine unit for 50 helmet mounts. Most importantly, there was a lack of
enough ballistic plates for our body armor. Prior to crossing the border, we were told
that the plates will be coming up to us as soon as they got in country. These plates
never got to us. Nevertheless, senior marines were giving up their back ballistic plates
to give to junior marines that had none at all. I did this, and saw my platoon sergeant
and platoon commander do the same.
The three of us, and several others in the platoon went into combat with only one plate in
the front of our vests, and we were frontline infantry.
The only time during the war that made any sense to us was our arrival in Baghdad.
People cheered in the streets, we were thrown cartons of local cigarettes, children gave
us flowers which we wore on our body armor. We all felt that this justified what we had
gone through. We felt we had a purpose as we heard stories from Iraqi civilians about
what Saddam did to his own people. A dictator and regime had been toppled and the
people of Iraq were free of his reign. We felt as if it had all been worth it. By late April,
we would move south for stabilization operations and would turn from war-fighters into
humanitarians.
Once we began Stabilization Operations in a town called Al Hillah, 60 miles south of
Baghdad, things seemed to be going well. The Iraqis were generally happy that we were
there. We rebuilt schools, got the power back on, and reestablished the police and fire
departments.
Unfortunately, as we stayed longer, that sentiment wore off. The waves and smiles
we got when we first moved in were disappearing quickly and we all had the
feeling that we had overstayed our welcome. When we were told we would be
going home, missions and excuses kept popping up and we were kept in country
with no certain end in sight. This was a cause for severe frustration on all levels

in my unit, as well as for our families at home. We felt as if we had done our part
and as combat troops.
I am not, in any way, angry at the Marine Corps or the military. I volunteered to join, and
volunteered for the infantry knowing that at some point in my career I may, realistically,
go into combat.
Last week, I received an email from a Marine friend of mine about Echo Co. 2/1.
This account of action in Fallujah is from SGT GRIT, a website dedicated to
Marines. The following is an account from 1st Sgt Bill Skiles of Echo Co. 2nd Bn
1st Marine Regiment.
Currently Co. "E" 2/1 has 40 wounded and 3 KIA's.....wild huh?...mostly small shrapnel
and eardrums, but had a Marine lose an arm and 1,a leg ...This place is too messed up
to explain...We have been living in the northwest of Fallujah for 3 weeks now....Actually
living in some homes we confiscated...across from us about 300 yards is the downtown
area of Fallujah...We are shot at every night. We are mortared a lot as well...We always
are firing back with our snipers and/or machine guns....It's almost surreal. We could be
playing cards. we hear gunshots and booms. we keep playing....no big deal.
I have to tell you about our gun battle today. We started receiving sniper fire from this
Mosque/ tower...then some bad guys threw grenades at our pos. on our roofs...Marines
got wounded and Marines fought the enemy close in. Frags were thrown and massive
5.56 was used in close proximity.
I've never been shot at so much in my life. AK's were firing at us 10 yards away....I
would fire my M-16 with one hand while I was running back and forth....OH MY GOD I
think Carl Lewis would be proud of my speed getting our wounded boys loaded up for
medevac. Anyway, 8 wounded today, 1 died....I actually broke down and had the
chaplain say a prayer while I hugged this guys head....He was a good Marine.....I am
back in the rear tonight to rest my hurt back and rest my brain....NEVER have I had so
much blood around me....I take these boys too personal sometimes.....We ARE the
purple Heart Company..152 strength, 40 WIA, 3 KIA...1/3 of the company
remaining.
Approximately 2 weeks ago, I heard from another friend of mine at Camp
Pendleton, that 250 Marines were deployed to Iraq in order to replace Marines that
were killed and wounded during the siege of Fallujah
1st Sgt Skiles Marines are now out of Fallujah, but are still in the Al Anbar province.
Their estimated time of return to the US is supposedly in the next 5 months. Although
these Marines are due for rotation, more Marines are being deployed as we speak.

“Disillusioned” Soldier Comes Home In
A Coffin
June 29, 2004 By Regine Labossiere, Los Angeles Times

SACRAMENTO -- Army National Guard Spc. Patrick McCaffrey's body arrived at
Sacramento International Airport shortly before midnight Sunday encased in a flagdraped coffin.
Nadia McCaffrey, who has been staying with her son's family in their Tracy, Calif., home,
said Patrick became disillusioned with the war soon after arriving in Iraq.
"He called me one evening. His voice was very heavy," she said. "He said, 'I don't
understand why we are here.' In small towns, small villages, people would scream
things at them, throw things at them. There was resentment."

GET SOME TRUTH: CHECK OUT THE NEW TRAVELING
SOLDIER
Telling the truth - about the occupation, the cuts to veterans’ benefits, or the
dangers of depleted uranium - is the first reason Traveling Soldier is necessary.
But we want to do more than tell the truth; we want to report on the resistance whether it's in the streets of Baghdad, New York, or inside the armed forces. Our
goal is for Traveling Soldier to become the thread that ties working-class people
inside the armed services together. We want this newsletter to be a weapon to
help you organize resistance within the armed forces. If you like what you've read,
we hope that you'll join with us in building a network of active duty organizers.
http://www.traveling-soldier.org/

MILITARY BRIEFS:
Reality Intrudes On Promises In Rebuilding Of Iraq
(New York Times, June 30, 2004, Pg. 1)
More than a year into an aid effort in Iraq that American officials likened to the
Marshall Plan, occupation authorities acknowledge that fewer than 140 of 2,300
promised construction projects are under way. Only three months after Paul
Bremer, the American administrator who departed Monday, pledged that 50,000
Iraqis would find jobs at construction sites before the formal transfer of
sovereignty, fewer than 20,000 local workers are employed.
At The U.S. Headquarters, Regime Change Is In The Details
(Miami Herald, June 30, 2004)
Inside the fortress-like American compound in Baghdad known as the Green Zone, Iraqi
independence mostly meant ordering new business cards and ID badges as life
went on as usual.
U.S. Has No Policies To Help Threatened Iraqi Collaborators
(Newhouse.com, June 29, 2004)
Tens of thousands of Iraqis working with American military units and civilian
officials are coming under increased threat of violent death as "collaborators,"
and the United States has no policy to help protect them, U.S. officials
acknowledge.
Marine Jets Grounded After Two Die In Crashes
(Los Angeles Times, June 30 2004)

Fighter jets based at the Marine Corps air station in Beaufort, S.C., have been grounded
after two pilots died in crashes less than 48 hours apart. Both incidents involved F/A-18
fighters.
GAO Faults Military Policy On Contaminants
(Los Angeles Times, June 30 2004)
A congressional report found that the military is not taking steps to clean up areas
where high levels of the hazardous chemical perchlorate have been found. The
General Accounting Office said there was no comprehensive policy for testing
and cleaning up the substance, which is a component of fuel used in munitions and
rockets, and 19 other chemicals associated with munitions that present serious public
health risks.
Iraq War May Have Same Psychological Effect As Tet Offensive
Walter Shapiro (USA Today, June 30, 2004, Pg. 10)
Just as memories of the Vietnam quagmire once hobbled American foreign policy, now
presidents will have to grapple with the images from the Iraqi sandstorm. Any future
attempt by Bush or another president to wage war in the absence of a direct
attack is likely to trigger a chorus of angry opposition. Critics will inevitably cite
the missing Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, the woeful intelligence failures
and the unduly optimistic scenarios that accompanied the occupation.
Abu Ghraib, Stonewalled
(New York Times, June 30, 2004)
While piously declaring its determination to unearth the truth about Abu Ghraib,
the Bush administration has spent nearly two months obstructing investigations
by the Army and members of Congress. It is time for the Republican majority in
Congress to stop covering for the White House and compel the administration, by
subpoena if necessary, to turn over all documents relating to Abu Ghraib.

IRAQ RESISTANCE ROUNDUP

Fallujah Resistance Bans ProSaddam Rally
(Let’s see what the fools in Washington make of this one. Looks like all those
“Saddam Hussein remnants” they constantly whine about have dispersed a
demonstration by Saddam Hussein remnants.)
7.4.04 AP, FALLUJAH, Iraq
Islamic militants prevented a group of Saddam Hussein loyalists from holding a
planned march Sunday to show solidarity for the ousted Iraqi dictator.

About 20 cars filled with armed, masked guerrillas who refer to themselves as
Mujahedeen, or holy warriors, forced about 100 people gathered for the rally to disperse.
Islamic radicals were frequently targeted by Saddam and harbor little sympathy for the
former leader, who appeared before a court last week.
"God gave victory to Fallujah, because it's a Muslim (city); because it's applying Islamic
law," one of the militants said, according to witnesses. "We don't want our victory to
go to Saddam."
Hardline Islamic insurgents spearheaded the resistance against U.S.-led coalition forces
in the city, and their struggle has cemented their credentials in the area — even though
Saddam's support base was largely centered around Iraq's Sunni Muslim minority.

WELCOME TO THE RECRUITING STATION. HAVE A NICE DAY

7.5.05 A car bomb attack on a national guard station in the centre of Baquba. Three
would-be recruits for the force waiting at the post were killed and one was
wounded in the crossfire. (AFP/Ali Yussef)

Resistance Again Strikes Oil Pipeline;
Oil Exec Says “They Are Succeeding”
July 5 By Khaled Yacoub Oweis, BAGHDAD (Reuters) & By FISNIK ABRASHI,
Associated Press Writer 7.4.04
Saboteurs have attacked a strategic oil pipeline linking Iraq's northern and
southern fields, further cutting exports that were halved by a hole blown in
another pipeline a day before, officials and witnesses say.
An international oil company executive said the attackers had good intelligence.
"They seem to have access to maps and inside information about pumping. They
do not want anybody to do business in Iraq, and they are succeeding," he said on
Sunday.

Smoke rising hundreds of metres into the air from the pipeline hit on Sunday in the
Hawijat al-Fallujah area could be seen from Baghdad some 80 km to the northeast.
Industry insiders say northern crude was being secretly pumped through the
strategic pipeline from Kirkuk fields for export through two offshore southern
terminals.
Northern crude is usually pumped through a pipeline to Turkey, but sabotage has
forced Iraq to divert flows south. Saboteurs also blew up part of a strategic crude
oil pipeline that runs from the country's northern oil fields to the south, police
officials said.
Fire crews and police from at least three nearby cities worked into the night to
extinguish the blaze near Musayyib, about 50 miles southwest of Baghdad. Pipelines in
that area have been hit several times in the past few weeks.
Iraq's exports from the southern terminals fell to 960,000 barrels per day (bpd) on
Saturday after saboteurs blew a hole in one of two pipelines feeding them.
Iraq used to export around 2 million bpd of crude -- all through the south -- before
the latest attacks.
The Saturday attack on the smaller of two pipelines feeding the offshore terminals
stopped operations at the Khor al-Amya terminal and restricted flows to the Basra
terminal, from where most Iraqi oil is exported.
Flows to tankers at the Basra terminal platforms, formerly known as Mina al-Bakr, were
running at 41,000 barrels per hour on Sunday.

80% of Iraqis Want US to Stop Patrolling
Cities
June 29, 2004 by Jonathan Steele in Baghdad, The Guardian
Over 80% of Iraqis want US and other foreign forces to stop patrolling their cities and
make their presence less visible by withdrawing to bases, according to the latest survey
by Iraq's best-known polling organization.
Forty-one per cent would feel safer if the forces left Iraq altogether, and only 32%
would feel less safe.
Forty-three per cent of those polled said they would be most likely to vote for a
party which called for foreign forces to leave.
Asked if they would support a party which wanted foreign forces to stay until
Iraq's army and police were adequately trained and equipped to face threats of
violence, only 16% said yes.

Almost 70% said that if foreign armies remained in Iraq after an elected government took
office in January attacks against Iraqi police and government officials would increase.

OCCUPATION ISN’T LIBERATION
BRING ALL THE TROOPS HOME NOW!

New Iraqi Police Fight US Troops
Who Trained Them
27/06/2004 By Damien McElroy in Baghdad, Telegraph Group (UK)
With american fighter jets and helicopters buzzing the skies overhead, an officer
in Iraq's new police force approaches a group of fighters on Fallujah's front lines
with an urgent call to arms.
"I need a man who can use an RPG," says Omar, who wears the uniform of a first
lieutenant. Four hands shoot up and a cry rings out: "We are ready." He chooses a
young man, Bilal, and they drive to an underpass on the outskirts of the city.
There, on Highway One, an American Humvee is driving east. Bilal aims and fires
his rocket propelled grenade, turning the vehicle into a smoking, twisted, metal
carcass. The fate of its occupants is unknown.
First Lt Omar is sworn to uphold the law and fight the insurgency that threatens
Iraq's evolution into a free and democratic state. Instead, he is exploiting his
knowledge of US tactics to help the rebel cause in Fallujah.
"Resistance is stronger when you are working with the occupation forces," he
points out. "That way you can learn their weaknesses and attack at that point."
An Iraqi journalist went into Fallujah on behalf of the Telegraph on Wednesday, a day on
which an orchestrated wave of bloody rebel attacks across the country cost more than
100 lives.
Inside the Sunni-dominated town, he met police officers and units of the country's
new army who have formed a united front with Muslim fundamentalists against
the Americans, their resistance focused on al-Askeri district on the eastern
outskirts of the town.
That morning, US marines had taken up "aggressive defence" positions on one side of
Highway One. On the other side, militant fighters were dug in, ready for battle.
Their preparations were thorough. Along the length of a suburban street in alAskeri, they had dug foxholes at the base of every palm tree. Scores of armed

men lined the streets. Most had scarves wrapped around their heads but others
wore the American-supplied uniform of Unit 505 of the Iraqi army, and carried USmade M-16 rifles. Yet more were dressed in the olive green uniforms worn by Saddam
Hussein's armed forces.
Since April, when a US offensive failed to crush an uprising by Islamic fighters
and Ba'athist loyalists, Fallujah has been effectively a no-go area for American
troops.
A newly formed, 2,000-strong force known as the Fallujah brigade, led by a Saddam-era
general, Mohammed Latif, was supposed to disarm the rebels. Instead, the town
remains a hotbed of resistance. Now, once again, US military pressure is being brought
to bear.
On the ground in al-Askeri, tension was once again rising under the US attacks.
Strangers had to seek permission from the "district commander", a local imam called
Sheikh Yassin who controls a broad coalition of Saddam loyalists and Islamic radicals, to
move beyond the rebel lines. The sheikh, who has emerged as the neighbourhood
strongman since the uprising against American occupation, has used his following to
unite all strands of resistance under his leadership.
His radio buzzed constantly as scouts, moving incognito in private cars, sent in reports
about US positions around the suburb. The ground shook as F-16 Falcons dropped
precision-guided 500lb bombs on rebel positions near the football stadium, half a mile
away.
US commanders have spoken of their frustration over the Fallujah Brigade's failure to
rein in rebels, and the ineffectiveness of the political deal struck with local tribes in April.
"We've been prepared to pull the plug on it three or four times, but each time we detect a
faint heartbeat," a senior marine officer said.
To Sheikh Yassin, the supposedly anti-rebel brigade is a useful tool, providing
support for his fighters. "We respect the Fallujah brigade - it never interferes
against us," he says. He openly acknowledges that his coalition was a marriage of
convenience, bringing together the secular Saddam faithful and Muslim
fundamentalists.
The imam, who wants Iraq to be governed by Islamic law, points to one of his
companions - a colonel in the disbanded Iraqi army - and asks why he is still fighting.
The colonel is blunt. "Fallujah is the starting point of the return of the Ba'ath
Party," he says. "Our comrades in Baghdad and other provinces are joining our
struggle. Here already we are free. No one can touch us."

Popular Resistance Rules --- Fallujah,
Najaf, Sadar City, Etc. Etc.--- But
Leaders Can Betray
FAKING IT?

Iman Awas al-Khafaji, spokesman for Shiite radical leader Muqtada al-Sadr in the
Sadr City neighborhood, speaks at the al-Haqmi Mosque in Baghdad, June 25. (AP
Photo/Karim Kadim)

7.8.04 Socialist alternative, By: Colleen Bolger,
Mohammed Bashar al-Faidhi, a spokesperson for the Sunni Association of Muslim
Scholars said, “We cannot imagine people getting freedom and sovereignty with the
presence of 150,000 soldiers stationed on their land.”
It is clear that the resistance has not just passive, but increasingly active support from
large numbers of Iraqis. Although the mass media focuses on car-bombings and
assassinations, the resistance movement in recent months has had much more of a
mass character than media commentators are prepared to admit. Mostly they are
content to parrot the Bush administration’s mantra about a small minority of “foreign
terrorists” and “Baathist remnants” being responsible for all the trouble.
But there is no way such elements would be capable of achieving what the
resistance has to date. Fallujah was the first city to drive out the US in the wake of
the April uprising that swept the country. In May, the US turned its attention to the
southern cities like Najaf and Nazaria, strongholds of the radical Shiite cleric
Moqtada al Sadr.

Despite ferocious attacks that killed hundreds, the US was unable to defeat the
Mahdi army and its supporters. As in Fallujah, the Americans were forced into a
face-saving “compromise” that meant a US withdrawal in exchange for the
“standing down” of resistance fighters in the contested cities. The reality though,
is that the resistance forces remained in the cities, which are now no-go areas for
the Americans.
These victories are a further demonstration that the US is not all-powerful.
But while the thousands of workers and urban poor who have joined or supported
the armed resistance are determined to drive out the Americans, the radical
rhetoric of Sadr and others belies a desire, not to fight the US, but to negotiate a
role for themselves in post-handover Iraq.
Sadr for example has said that he will support the interim government if it “rejects the
occupation and sets a time frame for withdrawal.”
Figures like the Shiite leader Sistani and Sadr are heavily influenced by the regime
in Iran – their project, like that of the various regimes across the region, is to force
the US back where they can, but essentially to work out a way to co-exist with US
power.
US belligerence may still force Sadr or someone like him to wage a real struggle against
the occupation. But the danger is that their radical image may allow them to disarm
the resistance for a time.
But it is the uncompromising struggle of the resistance that has got the US in the mess it
is in. The mass of Iraqis who have supported and participated in the strikes, protests
and armed actions against the occupation have no interest in coming to a settlement
with America.
And whatever compromises powerbrokers like Sadr and Sistani make, the
ongoing horror of the occupation – the atrocities in Coalition-controlled prisons,
the pillage of Iraq’s resources and the denial of democratic rights – will feed
ongoing resistance. It is this resistance, not the lie of the US “handover”, that all
who want a free Iraq should support.

FORWARD OBSERVATIONS

The Game Is Not Up Yet
July 1, 2004 Felicity Arbuthnot, IslamOnline.net

Bremer, we are told, is off to take cookery lessons. They would have been
enhanced had he visited one of Baghdad’s spice markets, the most famous and
fragrant on earth, but he probably was unaware of their existence. As for Prime
Minister Allawi, now clutching the poisoned chalice, the best he can do is keep
checking that his life insurance is fully paid up.
Is there hope for Iraq as the parallels with Vietnam and American colonial aspirations
become starker?
Australian journalist John Pilger thinks so. He told IslamOnline.net, “Bremer’s departure
is in keeping with most colonial scuttles. The Americans believed they and their stooge
regime would triumph in Vietnam, right to the bitter end and they were wrong.
The Bremer/Bush project is no different. A chasm of bloodshed and failure awaits
them. Perhaps only when American soldiers begin to mutiny openly, as they did
in Vietnam, will the game be finally up. Unfortunately, that will not happen
tomorrow, but it will happen.”

What do you think? Comments from service men and women,
and veterans, are especially welcome. Send to the E-mail
address up top. Name, I.D., withheld on request. Replies
confidential.

OCCUPATION REPORT

GAO's Bleak Assessment:
Postwar Iraq Worse Off
Jun. 30, 2004 By Seth Borenstein, Knight Ridder
WASHINGTON - In a few key areas -- electricity, the judicial system and overall security
-- the Iraq that America handed back to its residents Monday is worse off than before the
war began last year, according to calculations in a new General Accounting Office report
released Tuesday.
The 105-page report by the investigative arm of Congress offers a bleak assessment of
Iraq after 14 months of U.S. military occupation. Among its findings:
In 13 of Iraq's 18 provinces, electricity was available fewer hours per day on average last
month than before the war. Nearly 20 million of Iraq's 26 million people live in those
provinces.
The GAO report shows that little of the promised international funds -- most of which are
in loans -- has been spent or can't be tracked.

The reports found that the authority wasted millions of dollars at a Hilton resort
hotel in Kuwait because it didn't have guidelines for who could stay there, lost
track of how many employees it had in Iraq and didn't track reconstruction
projects funded by international donors to ensure they didn't duplicate U.S.
projects.

The Disaster
04 July 2004 Robert Fisk, Independent U.K.
In his last hours as US proconsul in Baghdad, Paul Bremer decided to tighten up
some of the laws that his occupation authority had placed across the land of Iraq.
He drafted a new piece of legislation forbidding Iraqi motorists to drive with only
one hand on the wheel. Another document solemnly announced that it would
henceforth be a crime for Iraqis to sound their car horns except in an emergency.
That same day, three American soldiers were torn apart by a roadside bomb north
of Baghdad, one of more than 60 attacks on US forces over the weekend. And all
the while, Mr Bremer was worrying about the standards of Iraqi driving.
It would be difficult to find a more preposterous - and chilling - symbol of Mr
Bremer's failures, his hopeless inability to understand the nature of the débâcle
that he and his hopeless occupation authority have brought about.
It's not that the old "Coalition Provisional Authority" - now transmogrified into the 3,000strong US embassy - was out of touch. It didn't even live on Planet Earth. Mr Bremer's
last starring moment came when he departed Baghdad on a US military aircraft, with two
US-paid mercenaries - rifles pointed menacingly at camera crews and walking
backwards - protecting him until the cabin door closed. And Mr Bremer, remember, was
appointed to his job because he was an "anti-terrorist" expert.
Most of the American CPA men who have cleared out of Baghdad are doing what we
always suspected they would do when they had finished trying to put a US ideological
brand name on "new" Iraq; they have headed off to Washington to work for the Bush
election campaign.
But those left behind in the "international zone" - those we have to pretend are no
longer an occupation authority - make no secret of their despair. "The ideology is
gone. The ambitions are gone. We've no aims left," one of them said last week.
"We're living from one day to the next. All we're trying to do now - our only goal - is to
keep the lid on until January 2005 [when the first Iraqi elections are supposed to be
held]. That's our only aim - get past the elections - and then get the hell out."
Americans continue to hold Saddam - in Qatar, not in Iraq - and Americans ran the
court in which Saddam appeared. American soldiers in plain clothes were the
"civilians" in the court. American officials censored the tapes of the hearing, lied
about the judge's wish to record the sound of the trial, and marked the videotapes

"cleared by US military"; three US officers later confiscated all the original tapes
of the trial.
"The last time that happened to me," one of the reporters involved said
afterwards, "was when the Iraqi government took my tapes in Basra during the
1991 Gulf War."
Mr Bremer's raft of reconstruction contracts to US companies ensures that American
firms continue to cream off Iraq's money, described quite accurately by Naomi Klein in
The Nation as "multibillion robbery". And Mr Bremer managed to institute a set of laws
that the "new" and "sovereign" government is not permitted to change.
One of the most insidious was the re-introduction of Saddam's 1984 law banning
all strikes. This piece of folly was intended to muzzle the so-called Federation of
Iraqi Trade Unions. Yet the trade unions are among the few secular groups in Iraq
opposing religious orthodoxy and fundamentalism. A strong trade union movement
could provide a vital base of political and democratic power in a new Iraq. But no, Mr
Bremer preferred to protect big business.
And all the while, the power of the mercenaries has been growing. Blackwater's
thugs with guns now push and punch Iraqis who get in their way: Kurdish
journalists twice walked out of a Bremer press conference because of their
mistreatment by these men. Baghdad is alive with mysterious Westerners draped
with hardware, shouting and abusing Iraqis in the street, drinking heavily in the
city's poorly defended hotels.
They have become, for ordinary Iraqis, the image of everything that is wrong with
the West. We like to call them "contractors", but there is a disturbing increase in
reports that mercenaries are shooting down innocent Iraqis with total impunity.
US military and diplomatic officials have now set an 80/20 ration target for "security"
details - 80 Iraqi mercenaries for every 20 Western mercenaries.
Large areas of the country are now effectively outside any government control even America's. Fallujah is a virtual people's republic and lynch law is occurring
even in Baghdad.
The "Mehdi Army" of Muqtada al-Sadr publicly executed a 20-year-old man in the
slums of Baghdad's Sadr City last month for "collaboration" with the Americans.
Understandably, few journalists dare to travel outside Baghdad - much to the
pleasure of the US military.
"They killed all those poor people at the wedding party near the Syrian border and
our military sources told us there'd been a fuck-up," an American correspondent
complained last week. "Then [Brigadier General Mark] Kimmitt says that all the
dead were terrorists and he knows we can't go and prove he's wrong."
Iyad Allawi, the new Prime Minister, we must recall, was a CIA man, an MI6 man
and a former Baathist. Indeed, he boasted to journalists that he had taken money
from 14 intelligence agencies while he was in exile.

And so we boil our way on to those January 2005 elections, the lid dangerously lifting
from time to time to horrify us with little glimpses of the future.
Many Iraqis believe that there will be a new dictator, a "democratically minded
strongman" in the creepy expression of American neo-conservative Daniel Pipes, to
bring about the security that we have failed to give them.

The Logic of Torture
(Remember that bullshit about how what happened at Abu G wasn’t really so
tough, so what’s everybody whining about, from Rush and the other assholes?
Check this out.)
June 27, 2004 By Tom Malinowski, The Washington Post Company
"I stand for 8-10 hours a day. Why is standing limited to four hours?"
So reads a note scrawled by Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld on a memo released
by the Pentagon this week, in which he approved for Guantanamo interrogations
techniques such as forcing them to stand, stripping detainees nude and threatening
them with dogs.
Perhaps one reason these stress and duress techniques were approved at all is
that they sound innocuous. But as anyone who has worked with torture victims
knows, they are the stock in trade of brutal regimes around the world.
For example, the Washington Times recently reported that "some of the most
feared forms of torture cited" by survivors of the North Korean gulag "were
surprisingly mundane: Guards would force inmates to stand perfectly still for
hours at a time, or make them perform exhausting repetitive exercises such as
standing up and sitting down until they collapsed from fatigue."
Binding prisoners in painful positions is a torture technique widely used in
countries such as China and Burma, and repeatedly condemned by the United
States. Stripping Muslim prisoners nude to humiliate them was a common
practice of the Soviet military when it occupied Afghanistan. As for sleep
deprivation, consider former Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin's account of
experiencing it in a Soviet prison in the 1940s:
"In the head of the interrogated prisoner a haze begins to form. His spirit is
wearied to death, his legs are unsteady, and he has one sole desire: to sleep, to
sleep just a little, not to get up, to lie, to rest, to forget. . . . Anyone who has
experienced this desire knows that not even hunger or thirst are comparable with
it. . . . I came across prisoners who signed what they were ordered to sign, only to
get what the interrogator promised them. He did not promise them their liberty. He
promised them -- if they signed -- uninterrupted sleep!"
Stress and duress interrogation techniques were invented in the dungeons of the
world's most brutal regimes for only one purpose -- to cause pain, distress and

humiliation, without physical scars. When Bush administration officials and military
commanders told soldiers to use methods designed for that purpose, while still treating
detainees "humanely," they were being naive at best and dishonest at worst. They
should have known that once the purpose of inflicting pain is legitimized, those charged
with the care and interrogation of prisoners will take it to its logical conclusion.

Free At Last

Iraqi prisoners celebrate upon learning that they will be set free from the Abu Ghraib
Prison July 4, 2004. A new list of several hundred detainees to be released was
announced to them Sunday in advance of their scheduled Monday release. AP
Photo/John Moore)

US MPs Raid Detention Centre To Stop
Abuse Of Prisoners
June 30, 2004 Peter Beaumont in Baghdad, The Guardian
"The American asked me why we had beaten the prisoners. I said we beat the
prisoners because they are all bad people. But I told him we didn't strip them
naked, photograph them or fuck them like you did."
American military police yesterday raided a building belonging to the Iraqi
ministry of the interior where prisoners were being physically abused by Iraqi
interrogators.
The raid appeared to be a violation of the country's new sovereignty, leading to
angry scenes inside the ministry between Iraqi policemen and US soldiers.
The military police, who had been told of abuse, seized an area known as the
Guesthouse just outside the ministry's main building.

They disarmed the Iraqi policemen and at one stage threatened to set free
prisoners whose handcuffs they removed, according to Iraqi officials.
The arrival of a second group of US military police and a more senior officer led to
an argument between the two groups of military policemen over who had
command authority for the raid.
Iraqi ministry of interior officials admitted that around 150 prisoners taken during a raid
four days before in the Betawain district of Baghdad had been physically abused during
their arrest and subsequent questioning.
According to an al-Jazeera television crew, who had been filming the prisoners when the
US military police conducted their raid, most of the detainees were blindfolded, with their
hands cuffed behind their backs. One prisoner was so weak, from dehydration, that
the US military policemen fitted an intravenous drip to rehydrate him.
One of the soldiers involved in the raid said that it had been launched after claims that
prisoners were being abused.
One of the prisoners bared his back after his initial arrest to reveal open welts allegedly
caused by baton and rubber hoses.
A bodyguard for the head of criminal intelligence, Hussein Kamal, admitted that the
beatings had taken place.
Nashwan Ali - who said his nickname was Big Man - said: "A US MP asked me this
morning what police division I was in. I said I was in criminal intelligence.
"The American asked me why we had beaten the prisoners. I said we beat the
prisoners because they are all bad people. But I told him we didn't strip them
naked, photograph them or fuck them like you did."
The clear evidence of human rights abuses in the ministry building, which western
advisers said they were not aware was being used for interrogations, raises
serious questions over what authority the US and other multinational forces have
to intervene if they suspect human rights abuses.
One western police adviser said he had no idea that the ministry itself was being used
for questioning suspects. "It sounds rather like the bad old days," he said.

NEW, IMPROVED MERCENARIES
June 22, 2004 Boston Globe
"A private British firm that won a $293 million contract from the Pentagon for
coordinating security in Iraq is headed by a retired British commando with a

reputation for illicit arms deals in Africa and for commanding a murderous military
unit in Northern Ireland," reports Charles M. Sennott.
The firm is owned by Lieutenant Colonel Tim Spicer, a former British military officer.
Spicer's past work includes a "psychological campaign" against the inhabitants of
Bougainville in Papua New Guinea, who were complaining about environmental
destruction from a copper mine on their island.
To clean up his image following the Bougainville fiasco, Spicer employed PR consultant
Sara Pearson, who hired a ghost writer to help with Spicer's 1999 autobiography, An
Unorthodox Soldier, which presented him as the "modern, legitimate version of the
new mercenaries."

Received:
From: E
Sent: June 30, 2004
Subject: In Jordan, Back From Iraq
Hey there T, sorry for the radio silence, I was in Iraq!
Long story, didn’t expect to go. It was crazy being back, felt like a total dream, everything
was on fast forward, I saw a lot of people I wanted to see and gleaned new pretty
exciting info.
I spent a lot of time in cars on endless desert highways but I did see H and his lovely
family plus others.
Way scarier now for foreigners - there’s quite a few hotels that just wont accept
them staying. Loads more Moqtadr al sadr posters in the south and army/cop
recruitment posters in the north.
An estimated 80% of the police force in the south supports Moqtadr. So fucking
hot, I’m in Jordan, back in X 2moro

Correction received: The article by Laurie Hanna 'My Boy Was A Piece Of Meat' GI
Special 2#B13 was incorrectly credited to The Telegraph (uk) when in fact it appeared in
the Daily Mirror (uk) Thanks to CS for the correction.
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